Allen Bradley Kinetix Drive

The System is Controlled by an Allen Bradley 1756-M16E SERCOS Module Installed in a 1756-L55 Processor Rack

2094-BC02-MO2-S Integrated Drive (15A Motor), Attached to a 1326A-B520E-M2L Motor Coupled to a Pneumatic Brake
2094-BM02-S Drive (15A Motor),
2094-BM01-S Drive (9A Motor)
2094-BMP5-S Drive (4A Motor)
2094-BM03-S Drive (30A Motor)
2094-BSP2 Shunt Module
2094-PRF Slot Filler
2094-PRS8 Power Rail
2094-BL02 Line Interface Module

ALL UNITS ARE SYSTEM TESTED
*12 MONTH IN-SERVICE WARRANTY
Unless otherwise stated at time of quotation
*NO CHARGE EVALUATION
Priority repair orders may incur in evaluation fee